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OFFERS FOR GROUPS 2024

WHAT A VIEW,  
WHAT A FEELING!

Hotel Park
Hotel Savica Garni



SPRING
A C T I V E  E X P L O R AT I O N  O F  B L E D 
A N D  T H E  S U R R O U N D I N G  A R E A

365 MAGICAL DAYS BY ONE OF THE MOST 
BEAUTIFUL LAKES IN THE WORLD 
Widely described as one of the most enchanting places in the world, Bled has far more to offer than just 
natural sights. A romantic walk or a horse-drawn carriage ride around the lake, a trip to Bled Island on one of 
the traditional “pletna” boats, a visit to the magnificent castle ruling the cliff above the lake and, last but not 
least, a slice of the creamiest and most famous Bled dessert, the Original Bled Cream Cake. Bled is a superlative 
holiday destination that will enchant you in every season! 

The peaks around the lake, the Julian Alps with Triglav 
in the background, and the Karavanke mountains on the 
other side – choose your hiking destination near Bled! 
You can also rent a bike and explore the beauty spots 
of Bled and its surroundings along well-maintained 
trails leading through charming alpine villages, or play 
a round of golf on the nearby course while enjoying the 
most beautiful views.

SUMMER
R E F R E S H M E N T  B Y 
A N D  O N  T H E  L A K E

Experience the charms of Lake Bled from a boat, stand 
up paddleboard (SUP), or lie down and relax on one of 
the many well-kept beaches. Adrenaline enthusiasts 
can try out the Straža summer toboggan track, raft 
down the Sava Bohinjka and Sava Dolinka rivers, rappel 
down the Dolinka zipline, or visit the famous Bled 
Vintgar gorge, where you can cool off on hot summer 
days.

AUTUMN
A  C O M B I N AT I O N  O F  A C T I V E 
V A C AT I O N I N G  A N D  W E L L N E S S

The six-kilometre-long walking path around Lake Bled 
is the perfect place to catch some fresh alpine air. 
Climb the surrounding hills, take the most beautiful 
selfie with a stunning view on one of the surrounding 
hilltops, and treat yourself to culinary delights worthy 
of a Michelin award, served at Restaurant Julijana on 
the shore of Lake Bled.

WINTER
A  W I N T E R  PA R A D I S E

Bled is an excellent starting point for ski trips, as there 
are several ski resorts nearby (in Slovenia, Austria 
and Italy). You can also try the increasingly popular 
winter activity of snowshoeing, or relive your childhood 
memories with sledding or ice skating, and then warm 
up in the heated pools and saunas while enjoying 
breathtaking views of the beauty spots of Bled. And 
to top it all off, you can treat yourself to a pampering 
session in the Alpine wellness centre.
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Ljubljana→ 55 km
Klagenfurt → 85 km
Trieste → 165 km
Graz→ 210 km 
Zagreb → 210 km

Venice → 280 km 
Munich → 360 km 
Vienna → 400 km
Budapest → 515 km
Brno → 530 km
Prague → 600 km  

FROM BLED TO:
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OUR ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES
Grand Hotel Toplice
Rikli Balance Hotel S

Hotel Park
Hotel Savica Garni

WELLNESS CENTRES
Živa Wellness

Luisa Spa
Spa Park

CULINARY OFFER
Hotel restaurants under the direction 

of a chef awarded the Plate Michelin and 
Recommended by Michelin

Park Café
Julijana Restaurant

Lake Lounge
Sladoglednica

MEETINGS AND EVENTS
Rikli Balance Hotel S

Hotel Park

 +386 4 579 16 00
 agency.bled@sava.si

www.sava-hotels-resorts.com

Austria Hungary

Italy

Slovenia

Ljubljana Croatia

Sava Hoteli Bled 

WHAT A VIEW, WHAT A FEELING!
People have always believed that the fairy-tale 
nature, mild alpine climate, and harmonious 
energy of Bled have an almost miraculous healing 
power. The views of this fairy-tale lake are 
relaxing and soothing. Sava Hoteli Bled hotels 
offer the most beautiful views of the lake - either 
directly from the shore or elevated slightly 
above it. The views, that can also be enjoyed 
from our swimming pools, wellness centres 
and restaurants, are great for encouraging the 
creativity of our conference guests. Embrace the 
view, embrace the feeling of Bled!
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GRAND HOTEL TOPLICE
T H E  E L E G A N C E  O F  T H E  V I E W S

When you unlock the door to your room with its old-style 
key, you become part of history. The oldest hotel in Bled, 
located right on the shore of the lake, has been visited by 
many of the most prominent people of the past century. 
The hotel features 87 elegantly furnished rooms, a lounge, 
several bars, and a restaurant that together combine 
romantic interior design with beautiful views to create an 
experience that never fails to amaze. The indoor pool is 
filled with fresh thermal spring water every day, while the 
hotel beach has its own boathouse. 

RIKLI BAL ANCE HOTEL S

A  H O T E L  F O R  Y O U R  W E L L- B E I N G 

Rikli Balance Hotel Superior offers guests what the famous 
healer Arnold Rikli found along Lake Bled nearly 200 years 
ago – balance, tranquillity and well-being. Guests can enjoy 
beautiful views from the 150 rooms furnished in the style 
of local stories, from the restaurant, from the thermal 
swimming pool complex, and from the wellness centre. Our 
guests take Rikli’s lessons on well-being home with them, 
and return to visit the hotel again and again. 

HOTEL PARK
T H E  C A R E S S I N G  E N E R G Y  O F  T H E  L A K E 

With a prime location right by the lake and the Bled 
Promenade, the 218-room Hotel Park is a popular choice 
for guests who want to simultaneously feel the energy of 
the lake and the pulse of the town. The hotel enchants 
guests with lake views from its rooms and restaurant, as 
well as from the thermal pool and saunas located on the 
top floor. The culinary offer of the hotel is managed by 
a Plate Michelin and Recommended by Michelin award-
winning chef.

HOTEL SAVICA GARNI
A  G R E E N  H O T E L  F O R  A  B E T T E R  T O M O R R O W

The comfortable 102-room Hotel Savica Garni is located 
in a green park overlooking the lake. The connecting 
rooms and suites make it especially popular with group 
travellers. Hotel guests also have free access to the 
swimming pool complex overlooking the lake at the 
nearby Rikli Balance Hotel. Hotel Savica Garni is the proud 
recipient of several environmental certificates.
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In this catalogue, the sales team of Sava Hotels & Resorts, which takes care of the group segment in our hotels 
in Bled, has prepared for you a selection of group programmes and special offers for the current year. We 
are complementing our offer with programmes both in and outside our hotels, which can be tailored to your 
specific needs. Also be sure to check out the conditions which apply to both our regular and group offers in this 
catalogue. Should you have any questions or require additional information, we are always happy to help.

Price
 Í All prices are per person, in €, with 

VAT included.

Number of guests per room
 Í The offers are valid for 2 persons 

staying in a double room. The type 
of room is specified in the content 
of the offer.

 Í There is also an option for a 3rd 
person staying on an extra bed (in 
some hotels) at a discounted price.

Group size
 Í The minimum number of persons 

per group is 16.
 Í By enquiry, smaller groups may also 

be accommodated for a surcharge.

Benefits 
 Í For every 20 guests, 1 guest stays 

free of charge (in a double room), or 
for every 40 guests, 2 guests stay 
free of charge (together in a double 
room).

 Í Lower prices for extended stays are 
possible by enquiry.

Length of stay
 Í Min. stay per specific programme.
 Í Possible extended stays.

Mandatory charges
 Í Tourist tax: € 3.13 per day for 

adults, € 1.57 per day for children 
aged 7 to 18. 

 Í Registration fee: € 1 per person 
per stay (from 2 years of age).

 Í Single rooms are charged 
according to the regular price list.

 Í Lake view rooms are charged 
according to the regular price list.

 Í Parking for buses at the central 
bus parking facility.

Payment conditions
 Í Cancellation 45 days before 

arrival or by agreement.
 Í Final rooming list 21 days before 

arrival or by agreement. 
 Í Payment by proforma invoice 

must be made no later than 14 
days before the arrival of the 
group.

We reserve the right to modify prices, offers and programmes. In all our hotels 
and when conducting programmes within our facilities, we comply with the 
recommendations of the National Institute for Public Health and the internal 
Hygienic Standard Plus protection measures of Sava Hotels & Resorts.

RIKL I BAL ANCE HOTEL S

HOTEL PARK

SPECIAL PROGRAMMES 
General conditions for groups 
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Recommended 3-day programme 
(surcharge)
 Í Day 1: arrival at the hotel, and a tour of 

Bled including a visit to the castle on 
the cliff above the lake, a tour of the 
town, and a slice of Original Bled Cream 
Cake.

 Í Day 2 The Bohinj Valley, Radovljica, and 
Begunje: A tour of the largest Slovenian 
lake and of the mighty, 78-metre-high 
Savica waterfall, then a drive to the 
romantic village of Radovljica, and a 
tour of the museum of Oberkrainer folk 
music legend Slavko Avsenik.

 Í Day 3 Ljubljana: Guided tour of the 
capital of Slovenia. Afterwards, free 
time in the city for individual walks, a 
boat ride on the Ljubljanica river, or a 
trip to the Ljubljana Castle by funicular.

 Í Additional day: Goriška Brda: A ride on 
the museum train to the picturesque 
town of Most na Soči, where you can 
take a boat across the emerald green 
lake and enjoy the beautiful scenery. 
Then a bus ride to the most attractive 
and famous wine region in Slovenia, 
Goriška Brda, followed by a tour of the 
wine cellar, and wine tasting session. 
Finally, a drive back to Bled.

Standard services included in the 
price:
 Í standard double room overnight 

stay,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool,
 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í 1 Slovenian dinner,
 Í a musical stage for a musical evening 

in the hotel restaurant,
 Í admission to Casino Bled.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays 

free of charge (in a double room), 
or for every 45 guests, 2 guests stay 
free of charge (together in a double 
room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 50 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

OPENING AND CLOSING OF THE SEASON 
Lake Bled is beautiful throughout all seasons. While it is busy with travellers 
from around the world during summer, from late autumn to early spring, 
Bled calms down and thus attracts those who would truly like to gather new 
strength, because they can often have the lake virtually to themselves! That's 
why you should take advantage of the dates at the beginning and end of the 
season, when you can embrace the healing powers of nature, beautiful views 
and warm swimming pools in our hotels - all this at more affordable prices!

 From January to March, and throughout November  Price per person per night 

Hotel Park  from € 64

DEALS
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E-BIKE PROGRAMME
Lake Bled, located close to Triglav National Park, is an excellent starting point 
for all kinds of cycling routes. The meandering trails and roads connecting the 
villages surrounding Bled are suitable for short cycling trips that will impress 
even the most advanced mountain bikers. We offer a range of easy one-day 
trips suitable for all cyclists - ideal for those who prefer to stay in one place, 
not having to pack and move time and again, as the cycling routes always start 
at one of our hotels in Bled.

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool,
 Í free admission, once per day, to the 

Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í bicycle storage at the hotel,
 Í assistance in booking a local licensed 

cycling guide,
 Í discount for sauna entry,
 Í admission to Casino Bled.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 16 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 April - October  Price per person per night

Hotel Park  from € 80

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 89

Hotel Savica Garni  from € 74

ACTIVE

E-bike offer (subject to 
surcharge)
Cycling tours can be booked 
for groups of 8 to 35 
persons. We also organise 
accompanying programmes, 
and handle guided tours, 
entrance fees, and snacks 
during the trip (for an 
additional fee). 

Bike rental
The price depends on the duration of the 
rental. From 3 days: from 30 €

Number of cycling guides required
for up to 10 persons: 1  10 - 18 persons: 2
18 - 27 persons: 3  27 - 35 persons: 4

Price of guide per day (maximum 8 hours):  
from 200 €
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More on cycling tours
Are you interested in other cycling tours around Bled? For example, a tour through Triglav National 
Park, or a tour where you will learn about ecological hunting with a special wooden bow and 3D 
targets? Then scan the QR code and choose the bike tour you prefer!

HINT !

ACTIVECYCLING TRAILS 
IN BLED AND THE SURROUNDING AREA

1. Bled by bike
A cycling trip gives you a completely different view 
of the alpine gem that is Bled. You will find that just 
a few steps away from the hustle and bustle of the 
town, the countryside hides vast meadows, fields and 
charming villages. Before ending the cycling trip on the 
promenade by the lake, you can also take a ride up to 
the castle.
Route: Bled – Selo – Ribno – Koritno – Bled – Zasip – 
Church of St. Catherine – Zasip – Podhom – Rečica – Bled 
castle – lakefront – Zaka 
Length of trail: 45 km
Altitude difference: 450 m
Duration: 5 hours

2. Beekeeping tour
The guided themed e-bike trip will take you from Bled to 
the surrounding villages, where you will learn about the 
rich cultural heritage of beekeeping, discovering a range 
of honey products, and various other forms of beekeeping 
tourism.
Route: Bled – golf course – Vrba – Breznica (Anton 
Janša's beehive) – Cesarska cesta – Nova vas – Radovljica 
(Beekeeping Museum) – Lancovo – Sava riverside – Selo 
(Beekeeping Ambrožič with tasting of honey products) – 
Bled
Length of trail: 48 km
Altitude difference: 350 m
Duration: 5-6 hours (including sightseeing)

3. The Radovna Valley
The valley named after the Alpine Radovna river 
stretches between the plateaus of Pokljuka and 
Mežakla. At every turn, the landscape boasts impressive 
historical monuments and natural attractions, which 
are much easier to access by e-bike.
Route: Bled – Rečica – Zg. Gorje – Krnica – Radovna 
valley – Kovinarska koča in Krma –return trip along the 
same route
Version 1: a short trip to the Peričnik waterfall
Version 2: return to Mojstrana, past Jesenice via Kočna 
(many roads)
Length of trail: 46 km
Altitude difference: 600 m
Duration: 5 hours



BLED HIKING PROGRAMME   
Lake Bled is surrounded by hills and solitary mountains, which encircle the lake 
like watchful guardians. Bled lies on the edge of Triglav National Park and offers 
some exceptional hiking trails. Explore the beauty of the pearl of the Slovenian 
Alps by taking one of the hiking trails near our hotels. Then, after the tour, treat 
yourself by visiting our wellness centres and thermal pools while enjoying a 
relaxing view of the lake.

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay 

in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool (for 

guests of the Rikli Balance Hotel and 
Hotel Park),

 Í free admission, once per day, to the 
Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í discount for sauna entry,
 Í admission to Casino Bled.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 16 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 April - October  Price per person per night

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 89

Hotel Park  from € 80

Hotel Savica Garni  from € 74

ACTIVE

Price of hiking guides (subject to 
surcharge)
 Í Full day - guide (easy hikes): 

from € 290
 Í Full day - guide (moderately 

demanding hikes): € 300
 Í Full day - companion: € 260
 Í Half day - guide: € 250 
 Í Half day - companion: € 220

Number of hiking guides required:
 Í For easy hikes, 1 guide is required 

for a group of up to 15 people, and 1 
additional companion for a group of 
more than 15 people.

 Í For moderately demanding hikes, 1 
guide is required for a group of up 
to 10 people, and one additional 
companion for a group of more than 
10 people.

Hiking trails on your doorstep
If you stay in one of our hotels 
during your hiking vacation, your 
tours will always be just a few 
steps away. You can access the 
starting points of most hiking 
trails on foot, with only some 
being just a short drive away. 

HINT !
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More on hiking tours
For hiking tours taking in Slovenian ski and Nordic centres, a tour passing by Slovenia’s largest 
lake, Lake Bohinj, and other tours, scan the QR code and find your next hiking challenge!

HINT !

ACTIVEHIKING TRAILS  
IN BLED AND THE SURROUNDING AREA

From hill to hill, around the lake – a hike around Lake 
Bled 
Each of the peaks around Lake Bled is a popular and 
interesting destination in its own right. The hike "From 
hill to hill, around the lake" combines these destinations 
into a unique hiking trip - to the wreath of peaks above 
and around Lake Bled, each of which offers a unique view. 
Straža has ski slopes and trim trails, Mala Osojnica and 
Ojstrica are a paradise for photographers, and Bled Castle 
lords over the lake on Grajski Grič. 
Altitude difference: 766 m                                                 
Duration of the hike: 3-4 hours
Difficulty level: moderately demanding  
Physical fitness: average
Starting point: Bled

The Vintgar Gorge
Approximately 4 km northwest of Bled is the 1.6-km-long 
Vintgar Gorge. The route leads over bridges and galleries, 
ending with a bridge over the 16-metre-high Šum 
waterfall. On the way to or from the gorge, we will also 
pass through the village of Hom and past the church of St. 
Catherine, a historic church with a beautiful view.
Altitude difference: 250 m                                                 
Duration of the hike: 3-4 hours
Difficulty level: easy                                                   
Physical fitness: light/average
Starting point: Bled

Debela Peč 
The hike to one of the most hiker-friendly peaks of the 
Julian Alps begins in the vast forest on the Pokljuka 
plateau. Natural hiking trails then lead through a garden 
of wild mountain flowers towards the upper slopes of this 
alpine paradise. When you observe the horizon from the 
2,014-metre-high Debela Peč mountain, you will be able 
to see Lake Bled and the Karawank mountains behind 
you, and the Krma Valley more than 1000 m below.
Altitude difference: 650 m    
Duration of the hike: 5-6 hours
Difficulty level: moderately demanding
Physical fitness: average/demanding
Starting point: Pokljuka Plateau; possible transport by 
bus



JULIANA TRAIL 
HIKING PROGRAMME    
8 of the 16 stages of the 270-kilometre, long-distance Juliana hiking trail across 
Slovenia run near Bled, so our hotels represent perfect starting points for this 
unforgettable hiking adventure. After each stage, relax while enjoying beautiful 
views from the hotel rooms and thermal pools, and treat your body to an Alpine-
themed wellness treatment. That way you will be ready for a new day of hiking!

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay 

in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool (for 

guests of the Rikli Balance Hotel and 
Hotel Park),

 Í free admission, once per day, to the 
Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í discount for sauna entry,
 Í admission to Casino Bled.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 30 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 April - October  Price per person per night

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 89

Hotel Park  from € 80

Hotel Savica Garni  from € 74

ACTIVE

Juliana Trail
Although the natural wonders of the Julian Alps are truly 
breath-taking, they are not the only special feature on 
this long-distance circular trail. You will also explore 
the history of ironwork, learn about the importance 
of beekeeping and forest conservation, try typical 
local dishes, and learn about the places that were once home to great 
Slovenian writers and poets. For more information about the Juliana Trail, 
scan the QR code.

HINT !
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ACTIVETHE LONG-DISTANCE  
JULIANA HIKING TRAIL

STAGE 1
This stage leads from Kranjska Gora to Mojstrana and is moderately demanding. 
It first runs along the river Sava Dolinka, running along the border of the Triglav 
National Park almost throughout. It then leads through Gozd Martuljek to 
the vicinity of the Martuljek Waterfalls, along a quiet stretch to the Slovenian 
Mountaineering Museum at the entrance to the Vrata Valley.

STAGE 2
This stage leads from Mojstrana through the neighbouring village of Dovje 
beneath the slopes of the Karawank mountains to the ironworking town of 
Jesenice. It mostly runs along gravel roads and cart paths, with the last part 
leading along an old mining route. The stage ends at the Stara Sava museum.

STAGE 3
This stage starts in the ironworking town of Jesenice, leads through the Dobravško 
polje field, and across the Sava Dolinka river to the villages beneath mount Stol, 
whose goods and services are mainly based on cultural and beekeeping products. 
The stage ends in the village of Begunje, where you can visit the Avsenik Museum 
(Oberkrainer music).

STAGE 4
This is a mostly flat stage that connects Begunje, a village beneath the Karawank 
mountains, Radovljica, a cultural centre with a rich tradition of honey dough 
making and a chocolate festival, and Bled, one of the most recognisable places at 
the eastern enxqtrance to the Julian Alps. The stage is mostly flat, but interesting 
because of the many natural and cultural attractions along the way. 

STAGE 5
This stage starts at Lake Bled and passes through Gorje and the Pokljuka Gorge 
before leading to some steep climbs over Kranjska Planina and Javornik into the 
heart of the Pokljuka Plateau, ending at Goreljek. The stage is long and there are 
no supply points on the way from Gorje to Pokljuka, so it is necessary to provide 
yourself with a snack and sufficient fluids.

STAGE 6
This stage first leads through the forests and mountains of the Pokljuka plateau, 
then descends towards the villages of Gorjuše and Koprivnik, and from there to 
Jereka in the Upper Bohinj Valley, through many old Bohinj villages that today are 
engaged in tourism, cheesemaking and forestry. The stage ends in the village of 
Stara Fužina, which is also known for the nearby Mostnica troughs and the Alpine 
Dairy Museum. 

STAGE 7
This shorter stage leads from Stara Fužina through Ribčev Laz by Lake Bohinj, 
on gravel roads and paths, through the scenic village of Dobrava, to Bohinjska 
Bistrica. An interesting cheese trail that leads from mountain pasture to mountain 
pasture, and on which you will be greeted by many "Bohinj Cows (Cika) - a hardy 
type of alpine cow. These are a trademark of Bohinj, as are many local products of 
local crafts under the "Bohinjsko / From Bohinj" brand.

STAGE 8
The stage from Bohinjska Bistrica to Podbrda takes you over the ancient Vrh Bače 
mountain pass, which connected Bohinj and Primorska for many centuries before 
the advent of roads and railways. From Bohinjska Bistrica, follow the signs for the 
village of Nemški Rovt. The mountain trail then leads to the Vrh Bače mountain 
pass, where you can find bunkers and the remains of military barracks. From 
Sedlo, the path then steeply descends to the village of Bača and further down to 
Podbrdo, the largest town in the Baška grapa valley.

The Juliana Trail is a circular 267-km, long-distance hiking trail. It is divided into 16 daily stages (the length of 
each stage is 18-25 km). The route leads through valleys and forests, over mountain passes, and along the rivers 
Sava and Soča. From Bled, it is possible to access 8 stages of this circular route, all of which are approximately 
15-20 kilometres long and require between 4 and 6 hours of walking.
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RIKLI TRAIL HIKING PROGRAMME    
The Swiss healer, Arnold Rikli, recognised the healing benefits of Bled as 
far back as the 19th century, when he built the first natural healing and 
revivification resort in Bled. He based his approach around rest, healthy eating 
and exercise - the very things that are still the foundation of a healthy life 
today. In the Rikli Trail program, we focus on the area of movement. We will take 
you along the trails where Bled's seekers of wellness already walked barefoot 
long ago. As for the wellness and culinary aspects of Rikli's concept, you can 
enjoy these at any of our hotels.

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool,
 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í discount for sauna entry,
 Í admission to Casino Bled.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 30 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 April - October  Price per person per night

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 89

ACTIVE

HINT !

Who was Arnold Rikli?
Arnold Rikli was the pioneer of wellness treatment in Bled. He was impressed by 
the natural features of Bled - the freshness of the air, the cleanliness of the lake, 
and the mild alpine climate. He was convinced that these, in addition to a healthy 
diet, plenty of exercise, and plenty of rest, were the reason he recovered from a 
long-lasting illness. Therefore, he began to lead many followers towards Lake Bled, 
where he taught them to eat light, often vegetarian, food, to get up before sunrise, 
to climb the surrounding hills barefoot on an empty stomach, to bathe in the lake, 
and to rest a lot. You will find his approaches adapted to modern times in the 
facilities and services of the Rikli Balance Hotel.

Rikli’s relaxation park
Next to the Rikli Balance Hotel is Rikli's relaxation 
park. In it, you can perform the exercises that Arnold 
Rikli and his followers practiced in order to relax, 
calm down, and generally feel better. You can relieve 
your stress on Rikli's barefoot trail, and escape your 
daily worries by retreating into nature, where you 
can embrace a tree and restore your well-being. By 
practising yoga in the wonderful environment of the 
park, you will calm your thoughts, relax your body, 
and regain well-being. At your request, we can also 
organize guided morning exercise sessions prepared 
according to Rikli's concept.
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The ARikli application 
Download the free ARikli app to your phone and explore Rikli's trails on your own or in a group. On 
the trails, the app will help you learn more about the attractions on the way, and will also guide 
you through a set of exercises for an even better feeling during and after the trail. Scan the QR 
code and watch the video about the app. 

HINT !

ACTIVERIKLI'S TRAILS IN BLED 
RIKLI'S TRAIL TO STRAŽA
Difficulty: easy
Trail length: 2.5 km
Trail duration: 1 h
Trail description: The Straža hill rises above the south-
eastern shore of Lake Bled and was already considered a 
popular excursion point during the time of Arnold Rikli. 
The trail starts at the Bled fitness promenade, formerly 
Rikli's trail, and leads through a forest and up some 
stone steps to the top of the cable car line. Straža has as 
many as six vantage points, all of which offer beautiful 
views of Bled and its surrounding area in every direction. 
The route can be completed as a round trip along the 
macadam cart path that passes through the ski area. In 
winter, Straža offers evening skiing and sledding, while in 
summer you can spice up your walk with some exercise 
on the Bled Fitness Promenade, or enjoy a visit to 
Adventure Park Bled or the Land of Folk Tales.

RIKLI'S TRAIL IN GORJE
Difficulty: moderately demanding
Trail length: 4 km, circular route
Walking time: 2 hours
Trail description: The ascent starts at the information 
board above the village of Poljščica near Bled. The trail 
begins with a climb towards the hamlets of Zaboršt and 
Zatrata, and from there it follows the forest path to the 
highest point of Iz Križev, opening up a beautiful view of 
the landscape, especially that of the Blejski kot basin. 
You can then return either across pastures or by road. 
The route can also be continued to the Rčitno mountain 
pasture, from where it circles back to Bled via Slamnik 
and Bohinjska Bela, or else continues towards the 
Pokljuka plateau.

RIKLI'S WALK TO BLED CASTLE VIA VIŠČE
Difficulty: moderately demanding
Trail length: 4.75 km
Trail duration: 1 hour 30 min
Trail description: Properly maintained, well-lit and 
secured with fences, the trails leading up to the castle 
are arguably some of the best hiking trails in Bled. 
From Bled Castle, visitors can enjoy unforgettable 
views across the lake and island, and all the way to Mt. 
Triglav. Bled Castle houses a museum, a castle chapel, 
a herbal apothecary, a wine cellar, an art gallery, 
a reconstructed Gutenberg printing press, and an 
excellent restaurant. 
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GOLF PACKAGE
Around Lake Bled, beautiful views are everywhere - even during a round of 
golf! And if Bled is one of the places you simply must visit in your life, then 
you also have to indulge in a round of golf at the Royal Bled Golf Course. Take 
the pleasures of golf with a view of the mountains on the oldest golf course in 
Slovenia, and combine your round with a pampering treatment in our hotels, 
which are only a 5-minute drive from the course. 

Standard services included in the 
price:
 Í overnight stay with breakfast at the 

chosen hotel,
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool,
 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í discount for sauna entry,
 Í admission to Casino Bled.

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 16 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 Spring, summer, autumn  Price per person per night

Hotel Park  price per inquiry 

Hotel Rikli Balance s price per inquiry 

Grand Hotel Toplice  price per inquiry 

Royal Bled Golf Course offer 
(subject to surcharge)
 Í Royal Bled Golf Course green fee
 Í Additional services and 

facilities: golf school, pro shop, 
restaurant, fitness centre, 
wellness centre, team building

A golf course with an exceptional view
Royal Bled is the oldest golf course in Slovenia and ranks among the 
top 25 golf courses in Europe. The course boasts unique natural sights, 
and a splendid view of the highest Slovenian peaks. The best Alpine golf 
course actually offers two courses: the 18-hole King’s Course, and the 
9-hole Lake Course. In addition to the two courses, the Royal Bled facility 
comprises a large practice area covered with natural grass, a golf school, 
a golf equipment shop, changing rooms for guests, and a storage room 
for equipment.

ACTIVE

HINT !
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Standard services included in the 
price:
 Í standard double room overnight 

stay in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool,
 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Benefits: 
 Í discount for group ski passes. 

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 2 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 20 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions.

SKIING OFFER 
Is there anything better than skiing down a new slope every day and filling your 
lungs to the brim with fresh winter mountain air? Hardly anything! That's why 
you should definitely take our skiing offer which, in addition to accommodation 
at hotels by the fairy-tale Lake Bled, also includes a ski pass which grants entry 
to one of the 13 nearby ski resorts in Slovenia, Austria and Italy. After your 
skiing session, treat yourself to some regenerative relaxation in the thermal 
pools of our hotels!

 December – March (depending on snow conditions) Price per adult per night 

Hotel Park  from € 67

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 75

Julian Alps Ski pass for skiing in 3 countries (subject to surcharge)
The pass is valid for 13 ski resorts in Slovenia, Austria and Italy. Due to the 
short distances between the ski resorts, it enables a varied ski trip, and 
excellent conditions for freeride and ski tours. Between them, the resorts 
offer approximately 260 km of ski slopes, including skiing with a view of 
the Adriatic Sea. The pass guarantees at least 100 days of skiing between 1 
December and 1 May. Nearby Pokljuka is also home to a biathlon centre. 

Sava Hotels & Resorts does not guarantee adequate skiing conditions. In the event of all 
ski areas included in the pass being closed, we shall refund the cost of the ski pass at the 
reduced price, depending on the number of days voided. At the ski resorts, the rules and 
general conditions of each individual ski resort apply.

ACTIVE



RIKLI'S WELLNESS PROGRAMME     
Since the cold winter days are shorter, a wellness vacation by Lake Bled is a great 
way to escape from stressful everyday life. You can combine long walks among 
beautiful nature with swimming, enjoying the saunas, or treating yourself to a 
massage and taking care of your well-being. In our wellness centres, you can 
choose classic wellness programmes. However, we recommend Rikli's special 
wellness services, which are combined with outdoor exercise and healthy 
culinary options.

Standard services included in the price:
 Í 3x overnight stay in a standard 

double room of the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool,
 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í welcome drink,
 Í 1-time sauna entry (up to 3 hours),
 Í use of a bathrobe.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 30 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 January - March, November - December  Price per person for 3 nights 

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 230

Hotel Park  from € 205

RELAXATION

Rikli's unique wellness
The Živa Wellness Centre at the Rikli Balance Hotel will take you along the 
path of regeneration using Rikli's natural healing methods. Treat yourself 
to a complete relaxation treatment in the form of the all-day Rikli's Day 
ritual, which also includes unlimited sauna and swimming pool access. 
Just one single Rikli's bath will fill you with the energy of pure nature. 
Reservation of, and payment for, wellness services is made at the hotel. 
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RELAXATIONEVERYTHING FOR YOUR RELAXATION  
AND WELL-BEING  

ŽIVA WELLNESS CENTRE
Rikli Balance Hotel s

The natural healer Arnold Rikli, who founded a healing 
centre in Bled in the 19th century, once wrote, "Our 
every thought, breath and heartbeat, our every feeling, 
conviction and movement sends energy signals through 
the body that influence our entire being." The Živa 
Wellness centre follows these tenets by offering you a 
wide range of relaxing massage treatments, baths, body 
and facial care treatments, and saunas. The concept is 
also complemented by an Alpine wellness programme, 
and the use of local ingredients (e.g. spruce tips, honey 
from Carniolan bees). 

The Živa Wellness Centre also features a large thermal 
pool complex with a wonderful view of Lake Bled. When 
swimming to the edge of the pool, you can rest your 
chin on your hands, look ahead, and truly feel like you 
are in a fairy tale. Your mind will become calm, your 
stresses will wane, and only beauty will remain. You can 
also enjoy the warm massage pools on the upper level, 
while families will love going down the water slide and 
splashing around in the kiddie pool. 

SPA PARK 
Hotel Park
Just like everything in Hotel Park, the Spa Park makes you 
feel the harmony of water and forest at every step. These 
elements have a beneficial effect on your health and 
well-being, leaving you calm, relaxed and energised. Spa 
Park's facilities and services includes various massages, 
baths, rituals for couples, and detoxification programmes. 
We weave the story of water and forest into our wellness 
programmes using exclusively Slovenian products, as we 
want our guests to have an authentic local experience. 

You can enjoy a swim in the panoramic thermal pool to 
relax your muscles. After swimming, immerse yourself in 
the panoramic view of Lake Bled from the comfortable 
wooden loungers by the pool. You can also enjoy the view 
from the outdoor terrace, or from one of our magnificent 
panoramic saunas.

Rikli's culinary experience 
Rikli Balance Hotel s

Because we are what we eat, Arnold Rikli was a 
proponent of ascetic and vegetarian diets. His menu 
consisted of local, fresh, healthy ingredients, which 
are also what can be found at the Rikli Balance Hotel 
restaurant. Some of the foods that you’ll find on our 
breakfast and dinner menus would be approved by 
Rikli himself, including honeycomb, dried fruit, nuts, 
millet porridge, and local cheeses for breakfast, and 
various vegetable soups, roasted vegetables, salads, 
potatoes, polenta, and compotes for dinner.



EASTER OFFER    
When Easter is upon us, we know that nature has awakened again and invites 
us into its embrace! With this awakening comes the time for activities in the 
fresh air, and many new adventures. Slovenia is one of the smallest countries in 
Europe, so you can visit both Bled and its surroundings, as well as the capital 
Ljubljana, in just a few days. Choose the Easter holidays as the time to explore 
Bled and take trips around Slovenia, while waking up every day with a view of one 
of the most beautiful lakes in the world!

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay 

in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool (for 

guests of the Rikli Balance Hotel and 
Hotel Park),

 Í free admission, once per day, to the 
Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í welcome drink.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 16 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 Easter holidays  Price per person per night

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 89

Hotel Park  from € 80

Hotel Savica Garni  from € 74

HOLIDAYS

Recommendation for a 3-day Easter 
programme (subject to surcharge)
 Í Day 1 Ljubljana: Discover the capital 

of Slovenia, which is considered one 
of the most beautiful European cities. 
On the way back to Bled, you can visit 
the pilgrimage site of Brezje, which is 
also called the "Slovenian Lourdes". 
Then you can stop to take a look at the 
Museum of Slavko Avsenik, a world-
renowned performer of "Oberkrainer" 
folk music.

 Í Day 2 Bled: Guided tour of the town by 
the idyllic Lake Bled - first by bus, then 
on foot. In addition to a guided tour of 
the castle, the Easter programme also 
includes an Easter egg hunt at Bled 
Castle. 

 Í Day 3 Bohinj in Triglav National Park: 
In one of the most beautiful parts of 
Slovenia, within the embrace of the 
Julian Alps, lies the largest Slovenian 
lake - Lake Bohinj. After actively 
exploring the beauty of the lake, enjoy a 
slice of the Original Bled Cream Cake in 
our Park Café in Bled.
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HOLIDAYS

SPRING ON LAKE BLED SEE     
Spring is probably one of the best times to explore not only Bled and its 
surroundings, but all of Slovenia. Bled is the perfect base from which to explore 
Slovenia - from the capital Ljubljana to the medieval towns all around the 
lake. Even world famous sights such as Postojna Cave and the Karst’s region’s 
Lipica Stud Farm are just an hour’s drive away. In the spring, we especially 
recommend a visit to Arboretum Volčji Potok, which draws visitors from near 
and far with its spring flower exhibition!

 April – May   Price per person per night

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 89

Hotel Park  from € 80 Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay 

in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool (for 

guests of the Rikli Balance Hotel and 
Hotel Park),

 Í free admission, once per day, to the 
Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í welcome drink.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in double for single use), 
or for every 40 guests, 2 guests stay 
free of charge (together in a double 
room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 16 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

HINT !
Spring programme suggestions:
Experience spring in Bled and Slovenia. 
At your request, we can create a tailored 
programme with tours throughout 
Slovenia. And definitely don’t miss the 
opportunity to see Arboretum Volčji 
Potok, which is only 50 kilometres 
from Bled. At the botanical gardens 
of Arboretum Volčji Potok, spring is 
all about tulips. At the end of April, 
more than two million tulips of more 
than 250 varieties bloom there. This 
year the arboretum features new 
flower bed shapes, new plants, and 
a glass house with an orchid display 
and tropical butterflies. During this 
time the arboretum is also hosting 
a garden exhibition, a woody plants 
exhibition, and an exhibition for garden 
accessories. The flower exhibition will 
also be accompanied by a gardening 
fair where around 60 specialised garden 
centres from Germany and abroad will 
present their products.



HOLIDAYS
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“HIT PARADA” OFFER
The highlight of the month of November is a traditional folk music festival 
with a wonderful concert. Unforgettable live experiences for all lovers of 
Oberkrainer folk music, with a stop at the Slavko Avsenik tavern in Begunje. 
The folk music event, with eight world-renowned ensembles performing, offers 
plenty of musical pleasure and entertainment. In addition to plenty of music 
and entertainment, a two-day or three-day organised trip to Bled offers you the 
opportunity to discover the beauty of Bled and Slovenia as a whole.

 Selected weekend in November Price per adult per night 

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 88

Hotel Park  from € 84

Hotel Savica Garni  from € 66

Special programme for the Hit Parade weekend  
(for an additional fee: from € 46 stalls, € 37 grandstand, € 66 premium): 
 Í Friday's concert in the Panorama restaurant,
 Í other events in Bled.

Standard services included in the 
price:
 Í double room overnight stay in the 

chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool (for 

guests of the Rikli Balance Hotel and 
Hotel Park),

 Í free admission, once per day, to the 
Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays 

free of charge (in a double room), or 
for every 40 guests, 2 guests stay 
free of charge (together in a double 
room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 2 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 30 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 
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ADVENT OFFER      
Visit Bled during the most magical time of the year and embrace the Advent 
mood in Bled and the surrounding area. In addition to the Christmas fairs, you 
can also try the traditional Slovenian potica cake on Bled Island itself, take 
a stroll through the ice kingdom, watch the sunken bell rise from the lake, or 
discover other festive events in Slovenia. We will also make sure to spread the 
Christmas spirit in our hotels, adding a pinch of local stories for a very special 
experience.

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay 

in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool (for 

guests of the Rikli Balance Hotel and 
Hotel Park),

 Í free admission, once per day, to the 
Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the 
price:
 Í 1 x reception with potica cake and 

coffee,
 Í welcome drink.

Advent offer (subject to surcharge):
 Í guided tour of Bled,
 Í guided tour of Ljubljana and a visit to 

the largest Christmas fair in Slovenia,
 Í traditional Pletna boat ride, a visit 

to Bled Island and a potica cake 
baking demonstration in the famous 
Potičnica cake shop on the island.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 30 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 From the 1st to the 4th Advent Sunday  Price per person per night

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 81

Hotel Park  from € 73

HINT !
Postojna Cave with a live nativity scene
If you are staying in Bled for several days, 
then take advantage of the Christmas 
season and visit one of the most famous 
caves in the world, which also offers a 
magnificent performance of the biblical 
Christmas story during the Christmas 
season. On the way to the interior of 
Postojna Cave, you will be accompanied 
by angels and exceptional natural cave 
sculptures. Biblical scenes with more than 
100 performers, along with the beautiful 
cave scenery and its mighty stalactites, 
will fill you with festive warmth.



NEW YEAR OFFER
Enter the new year with one of the most beautiful views in the world! The festive 
New Year's Eve dinner will be prepared under the watchful eye of internationally 
renowned chef Simon Bertoncelj. The Julijana Restaurant in Grand Hotel 
Toplice received the prestigious award "Recommended by Michelin" under his 
management, with the chef taking care of the culinary range at all our hotels in 
Bled. Guests can recover their energy in the hotel's swimming pools and spas, 
with walks by the lake providing inspiration for the coming year.

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay 

in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool,
 Í wireless internet in the hotel.

Additional services included in the price:
 Í festive New Year's Eve dinner in the 

selected hotel,
 Í holiday and New Year's Eve programme 

in the selected hotel,
 Í discount for sauna entry.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 30 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 29. 12. – 02. 01. Price per person for 3 nights

Grand Hotel Toplice  from € 500

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 450

Hotel Park  from € 430

HOLIDAYS
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HINT !
Saying farewell to the past year in Bled
Saying farewell to the past year in Bled is truly magical. Step into a 
winter fairy tale on the lakeside promenade, and stroll around the 
festive stands where you can try some typical Gorenjska dishes, and pick 
out some unique and original holiday gifts. Don't forget to view the life-
size nativity scene, the largest natural Christmas tree in Slovenia, the big 
holiday chair, and the wheel of love. On the last night of the year, after a 
festive hotel dinner, you can join the New Year's celebration outdoors, or 
have fun enjoying the music programme inside the hotel!



EVENTS IN ADVENT-TIME BLED 

Winter fairy tale in Bled, Bled Promenade,  
 from the beginning of December to the beginning of 
January
On the festive lakeside promenade, visitors can find 
many original holiday gifts. They can visit the health 
resort park's life-size nativity scene, the largest natural 
Christmas tree in Slovenia, the big holiday chair, and also 
spin the wheel of love!

Festive events in the town centre of Radovljica, 
Radovljica  from the beginning of December to the 
beginning of January
The festively decorated town of Radovljica impresses 
visitors every December with its authentic green 
decorations. The holiday decorations are complemented 
by beautiful knitted balls, chandeliers, and a fairy-tale 
adventure all around the town.

The days of Potica, and demonstration of potica cake 
baking in Potičnica on Bled Island, Potičnica, Bled Island
 usually the week around December 8th
On Bled Island in December, it literally smells like the 
holidays. Even before visitors climb the 99 steps, they 
are greeted by the smell of freshly baked pastries and, 
following these aromas, they soon find themselves in 
Potičnica and presented with potica cakes of various 
flavours fresh from the various-sized clay pots they bake 
in. 

The Ice Kingdom in Mojstrana, the meadow at the 
entrance to the Mlačca gorge  throughout the winter 
(depending on the weather)
During the last days of December, the Mlačca gorge 
in Mojstrana becomes a real ice kingdom. Visitors are 
greeted by works of ice art created by the combined 
efforts of nature and humankind. Within this kingdom 
rises a mighty ice wall, which serves as the scene for the 
annual performance of the live nativity scene. Most of 
the actors perform wearing crampons, and the beautiful 
ice scenery is complemented by stunning lighting effects. 
You can walk through the park of ice roses, past the "Ivje" 
beauty salon, to the wishing well, and past the mine zof 
ice crystals and the Gallery of Polar Winds. There is also a 
huge ice throne, which children especially love to climb.

Tržič live nativity scene, Tržič  selected weekend in 
December
The special experience of a live nativity scene in an 
authentic village setting. Every year, the locals in Žiganja 
Vas prepare a Christmas show under the village linden 
tree. You can also see the village fair and an exhibition of 
old nativity scenes from the shoemaker homesteads. 

Dance with the castle lord at Bled Castle, Bled Castle
 usually on 25.12.
The dance of the castle lord, Sir Gašper Lambergar, and 
other members of the castle's medieval group, on Lake 
Bled, which visitors can also join in on.

Traditional sinking of the bell in Lake Bled, Castle 
bathing area  25. 12 2022
A traditional event featuring the raising of a sunken bell 
from the lake on Christmas Day, where visitors listen to 
an old legend and share in the colourful activities of the 
event.

HOLIDAYS



OFFER FOR GOURMANDS       
At our hotels, we swear by fresh ingredients that are used the day they are 
picked. We use excellent locally sourced products, such as fresh local vegetables, 
dairy products, and outstanding locally bred trout. We prepare all the sauces 
ourselves, make the best jams from home-made ingredients, and also make 
home-made ice cream. Combine a vacation by one of the most beautiful lakes 
in the world with an excellent experience of local cuisine - in hotel restaurants, 
at local culinary service providers, and at numerous culinary events around Bled 
and Slovenia.

Standard services included in the price:
 Í standard double room overnight stay 

in the chosen hotel,
 Í self-service half-board (buffet 

breakfast and dinner),
 Í unlimited use of the hotel pool (for 

guests of the Rikli Balance Hotel and 
Hotel Park),

 Í free admission, once per day, to the 
Rikli Balance Hotel pool complex for 
guests of Hotel Savica Garni,

 Í wireless internet in the hotel,
 Í welcome drink.

Menu selected by the hotel chef (subject 
to surcharge):
 Í an internationally recognized master 

chef prepares a dinner menu for you. 
Choose from various menus.

Additional services included in the price:
 Í 1 Slovenian dinner.

Benefits: 
 Í for every 20 guests, 1 guest stays free 

of charge (in a double room), or for 
every 40 guests, 2 guests stay free of 
charge (together in a double room).

Terms and conditions: 
 Í Length of stay: min. 3 nights.
 Í Group size: min. 30 persons.
 Í Check the surcharges and other 

conditions. 

 Dates all year round  Price per person per night

Hotel Rikli Balance s from € 78

Hotel Park  from € 70

Hotel Savica Garni  from € 58

GASTRONOMY

HINT !
An internationally recognized  
master chef
The culinary range in our hotels 
in Bled is overseen by chef Simon 
Bertoncelj. His creations reflect 
the rich knowledge he’s acquired 
working in prestigious restaurants 
throughout Europe. He studied 
under acclaimed chefs like Gordon 
Ramsay, and the Lille based French 
chef Marc Meurin, who boasts 
two Michelin stars. He has also 
worked at the Esszimmer BMW Welt 
restaurant in Munich, which was 
awarded one Michelin star. And 
under his leadership, the Julijana 
Restaurant, which is located in 
Grand Hotel Toplice, received the 
prestigious Michelin Plate and 
Recommended by Michelin awards 
from the Michelin Guide Slovenia.
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GASTRONOMYTHE GASTRONOMY OF SLOVENIA –  
LOCAL AND TRADITIONAL 

Slovenia on the map of Michelin destinations
The quality of Slovenian gastronomy has also been 
recognized by the most prestigious gastronomic guide, 
the Michelin Guide, which included Slovenia among 
its new destinations in 2020, when it also awarded 
Michelin stars and other Michelin Guide awards to 
talented Slovenian chefs for the first time. At the same 
time, the Guide stated that "because of the talented 
chefs who transform ingredients of the highest quality 
into unique culinary creations, Slovenia is a 'must go' 
destination". One of the venues that can now boast of 
a prestigious Michelin award is the Julijana Restaurant 
at our Grand Hotel Toplice in Bled.

Sustainable gastronomy
Slovenia prides itself on the flourishing of sustainable 
gastronomy, which can be enjoyed in many restaurants, 
inns and tourist farms. Slovenia is also the proud bearer 
of the 2021 European Region of Gastronomy title. It won 
this title by enacting numerous sustainability measures, 
for its outstanding gastronomy and high quality local 
food, and for the exceptional pride and passion of 
everyone involved.

Due to its location at the crossroads of various European gastronomic worlds, the culinary influences of different regions 
come together in Slovenia, all intertwined with local tradition and the character of each individual area. In 24 gastronomic 
regions and 3 wine regions, you can find more than 400 typical local and regional dishes and drinks.

Unforgettable culinary experiences in Bled 
Bled and its surroundings offer exciting culinary 
experiences. Indulge in the multi-course Bled Local 
Selection menu at the Julijana Restaurant, or treat 
yourself to a gourmet picnic in a boat with a picnic 
basket prepared for you by a Michelin Plate awarded 
chef. In April, you can visit the Chocolate Festival in 
nearby Radovljica, and in December you can taste 
Slovenian potica cake on the famous island in the 
middle of the lake. You can visit local beekeepers or see 
how honey dough products are made. You can also taste 
excellent local brandies or visit Bled market, which is 
stocked with various local products and produce.

The first Original Bled Cream Cake was created almost 
70 years ago in the confectionery of Hotel Park. You 
can try this dessert prepared according to the original 
recipe in all our hotels and restaurants in Bled.

Thanks to Sladogled, the ice cream flavour created in 
the pastry kitchen of Bled’s Hotel Park, Bled won the 
title of the world’s best ice cream destination in 2017. 

Open kitchens, festivals, and celebrations
Unique culinary combinations, a sustainable approach, 
and the indispensable taste of home-made products are 
the foundations of Slovenian cuisine, in part due to the 
preservation of tradition through these kinds of celebrations 
and festivals. In addition to the popular street festivals 
that take place in all major Slovenian cities, you can find 
authentic, fresh, local spring delicacies at exhibitions like 
Specialities of Slovenian Farms, the Salamijada festival, the 
olive oil festival, and the Easter Potica festival. 
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TRIPS FROM BLED
BLED TOWN TOUR, INCLUDING BLED CASTLE AND BLED 
ISLAND (3 hours)          
Get to know Bled from the vantage point of Bled 
Castle, which lords over the lake from atop a mighty 
cliff. In addition to the wonderful view, there are 
many other things to see at the castle - a museum, a 
printing press, a wine cellar, a herbal gallery, and a 
blacksmith's workshop. This is followed by a descent 
to the lake and a boat trip to Bled Island. The island 
on Lake Bled, with its small baroque church and 
famous wishing bell, is a stunning and very popular 
photographic motif.

KRANJSKA GORA AND PLANICA VALLEY  
(5.5 hours - approx. 80 km)
Drive to the Planica valley beneath the Ponce mountains, 
the cradle of the sport of ski jumping, and the place 
where world records are set. You can see the ski jumping 
hills, and the new sports centre, or take the chairlift up to 
the large ski flying hill and enjoy the magnificent view of 
the entire Planica valley. The nearby city of Kranjska Gora, 
best known as a winter sports centre, is also the centre of 
summer time alpine events, and is a true paradise for all 
nature lovers. 

BOHINJ VALLEY IN TRIGLAV NATIONAL PARK WITH 
CHEESE TASTING (6 hours - approx. 60 km)
In addition to year-round peace and relaxation, Bohinj 
also offers many opportunities for an active holiday. 
The symbol of Bohinj, located in the Triglav National 
Park, is the glacial lake with the church of St. John the 
Baptist on its shore. On the opposite side of the lake, 
in the upper corner of the valley, the mighty 78-metre-
high Savica waterfall rolls over the rocks, with a hiking 
trail including 553-steps leading to the top. In the 
Bohinj region, everything revolves around cheese, 
which visitors can also taste. 
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GORENJSKA A LITTLE DIFFERENTLY: Begunje – 
Radovljica – Brezje (6 hours - approx. 50 km)
In the old town centre of Radovljica, you can 
visit the Slovenian Beekeeping Museum, which is 
located within a baroque mansion, and which will 
introduce you to the rich Slovenian tradition of 
beekeeping dating from the 18th and 19th centuries. 
In nearby Brezje, a small village below the Karavanke 
mountains, stands the Mary, the Help of Christians 
Basilica, which is one of the most visited pilgrimage 
sites in Slovenia. The trip ends in Begunje - the 
birthplace of Oberkrainer folk music legend Slavko 
Avsenik - in the Avsenik museum, with its collection of 
vinyl records and musical instruments. 

LJUBLJANA – 3-/4-DAY TRIP WITH CITY TOUR (7 hours – 
approx. 130 km)   
Departure from Bled to Ljubljana in the morning. In 
Ljubljana, the trip begins with a short drive through the 
city, and then a guided tour with visits to all the most 
important sights: Congress Square, Prešeren Square, 
the city cathedral, the city market, the town hall, the 
Cobblers' Bridge... After the tour, guests have some free 
time in the city for independent walks, a boat ride on 
the Ljubljanica river, or a trip to Ljubljana Castle by 
funicular.

POSTOJNA CAVE and PREDJAMA CASTLE (7.5 hours - 
approx. 240 km)
Postojna Cave is one of the most visited tourist caves 
in the world. The cave includes 20 kilometres of 
corridors, galleries, and halls, and boasts a unique 
wealth of stalactites. The tour of the cave starts with 
a train ride into its hidden underground world, and 
continues on foot to the most beautiful parts of 
the cave - the large concert hall, and a shimmering 
stalagmite called the Brilliant. The cave is also home 
to the only cave vertebrate in Europe, called the 
human fish or olm. Visiting the cave is not physically 
demanding (3 km by electric train and 1.5 km on 
foot). Near Postojna Cave stands one of the most 
picturesque buildings in Slovenia. Predjama Castle 
literally floats in the middle of a 123-metre-high rock 
wall and was built for the wayward, rebellious knight 
Erasmus. 
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HOLIDAYS AND EVENTS IN BLED 
AND THE SURROUNDING AREA 

JANUARY

 Í Three Kings' Day
 Í Snow Day (event in Planica)
 Í Winter Swimming World Cup
 Í The Golden Fox Ski Cup in 

Kranjska Gora

FEBRUARY MARCH

 Í European Hockey 
Challenge Bled

 Í Carnival Saturday 
& Shrove Tuesday

 Í Vitranc Ski Cup in Kranjska Gora
 Í St. Gregory's Day
 Í Planica Ski Jumping World Cup 

Final

APRIL

 Í The Radovljica Chocolate 
Festival

 Í Rowing Regatta Bled
 Í Alpine Evening in Bohinj
 Í Easter Events

MAY JUNE

 Í Bled Summer Season Opening
 Í Wild Flower Festival Bohinj
 Í Youth & Masters Regatta Bled

 Í Medieval Days at Bled Castle
 Í International Regatta Bled
 Í The "Nočna 10ka" Marathon Bled
 Í Bled Festival

JULY

 Í Rikli's Hike / Bled Swimming 
Challenge

 Í Bled Summer / Bled Days
 Í Picnic Cinema in Velika Zaka

AUGUST SEPTEMBER

 Í Village Day in Rateče
 Í Avsenik Festival in Begunje
 Í Bled Summer / Bled Days
 Í Bled Cinema Festival
 Í Bled International Summer 

Hockey League
 Í International Folklore Festival 

in Bled

 Í Bled Strategic Forum
 Í Bled Triathlon

OCTOBER

 Í National Rowing Championship 
in Bled

 Í Oktoberfest Bled
 Í Halloween

NOVEMBER DECEMBER

 Í Hit Parade Oberkrainer Folk 
Music Festival

 Í Winter Fairy Tale Bled
 Í Visit from St. Nicholas
 Í The Days of Potica
 Í Dance with the Castle Lord at 

Bled Castle
 Í Sinking of the Bled Bell
 Í Visit from Santa Claus
 Í Outdoor New Year Celebration

*Event organisers reserve the right to change the date of, or else cancel, events.
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Location & Views
Our hotels are either right next to the lake or else 
elevated slightly above it, offering wonderful views of 
the lake.  

Thermal Pools
The pools in our hotels are filled with thermal water, 
with guests being able to admire the beauty of Bled 
from within the pools themselves.  

WHY CHOOSE THE SAVA HOTELS & 
RESORTS HOTELS IN BLED?

Local Heritage
We have included local specialties in the range of 
our accommodation, wellness, and culinary facilities 
because we want our guests to appreciate and love 
them just as much as we do!

Innovative Products
We are constantly introducing new products into our 
range (e.g. a fountain with natural Alpine water, a 
fountain of Slovenian wines, Rikli's barefoot path, yoga 
programmes for guests, etc.).    

COMMITTED TO SUSTAINABILITY
Experience local stories while leaving no trace in the 
local environment - this is how Bled has committed 
itself to sustainability, as evidenced by numerous 
awards (Slovenia Green, Alpine Pearls Slovenia, Green 
Destinations). Hence, we take great pride in our 
environmental certificates here at Sava Hoteli Bled. Hotel 
Park and the Rikli Balance Hotel are holders of the Green 
Key and Slovenia Green Accommodation eco-labels, while 
Hotel Savica Garni holds the Eco Daisy and Slovenia Green 
Accommodation eco-labels. And with the Green for a 
Better Tomorrow initiative, we equip our hotel guests with 
the knowledge needed to ensure a sustainable future.
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www.sava-hotels-resorts.com

HOTELS & RESORTS

Sava Hoteli Bled
Terme 3000 – Moravske Toplice

Terme Ptuj
Zdravilišče Radenci 

St. Bernardin Resort Portorož
 Salinera Resort Strunjan
San Simon Resort Izola

Follow us at

YOUR NEW FAVOURITE HOLIDAY DESTINATIONS
Our hotels in Bled are part of Sava Hotels & Resorts, Slovenia’s largest tourism group. In addition to accommodation 

facilities with the best views of Lake Bled, the Group also includes 3 thermal resorts in the Pannonian part of 
Slovenia, and 3 coastal resorts in Slovenian Istria. Enjoy the soothing waters, beautiful views and local stories that we 

are happy to provide to our guests through our products, services, and facilities.
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